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Notes by Charles Rosen 

90+ 

90+ was written in 1994 for Goffredo Petrassi's ninetieth birthday, and the 
first perfonnance was given at the Pontino Music Festival. The composer 
writes that it "is built around ninety short, accented notes played in a slow 
regular beat." (A few more notes are added at the end, no doubt for "Many 
Happy Returns", to be played in a tempo freely accelerating at the pleasure of 
the performer.) Around the ninety notes are a series of continuously altered 
textures, starting with softly changing hannonies. Then a series of rapid 
arabesques are succeeded by more dramatic, rhetorical gestures and a page of 
pointillistic staccato figures. A long sustained melodic line, marked mo/to 
espressivo and appassionato, covers the range of the keyboard from treble to 
bass over a background of what seems like pizzicato notes. The slowly 
changing soft harmonies return, punctuated by individual repeated pitches in 
a double rhythmic series, out of phase one with the other. The fmal page 
reaches an impressive fortissimo climax, followed by the coda freely 
accelerating and dying away. 

Piano Sonata 
The Piano Sonata [1945-46] is a revolutionary work. In its first movement in 
particular, it represents a new departure in piano writing that has few analogies 
in the literature of the past. And in the complexity and integration of its 
harmony and its texture, it was a radical change in the music of Car
ter-perhaps not as great a change as we had thought, now that we can see so 
















